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Where were you on April 15 when the spectacular total eclipse of the moon 
occurred? People in San Diego enjoyed a perfect view of this rare celestial event, as 
seen in this amazing photo taken in California by Alfredo Garcia, Jr.

“As I watched the eclipse I wondered who else might be watching,” ponders 
Cheryl Getz, 2014 conference chair. “What part of the world are they 
from, and what is happening in their lives? When I think of the 
2014 conference theme — Conscious Leading for Global 
Change: Emergence of our Collective Realities — in 
relation to the lunar event, I am reminded just how 
interconnected we all are, and how we all see the 
same moon, but from our unique perspectives 
depending on where we are.”

The ILA’s 16th Annual Global Conference, 
Thursday, Oct. 30 – Sunday, Nov. 2, is sure to 
eclipse all previous ones in scope, opportunity, and 
diversity of offerings. Registration is open and you 
can take advantage of $60 in savings if you register 
by July 15.

Why should you (and your friends and colleagues) 
come to ILA 2014? Well, of course, the conference will 
feature its outstanding regular fare of over 200 concurrent 
sessions. Additionally, there are 17 pre-conference events and 
myriad planned special events that offer excellent opportunities 
to network and socialize with your peers. An added bonus is that the city is 
internationally famous for its “perfect” weather. 

Attendees will have ample opportunity to examine the conference theme and Getz 
points out that San Diego offers a host of ways to expand knowledge and awareness 
of many different cultures. There are over 100 languages spoken in the city and it is 

REGISTER TODAY! 
 

www.ila-net.org/Conferences/2014/register

http://www.ila-net.org/Conferences/2014/PCWorkshops.htm
http://www.ila-net.org/Conferences/2014/SpecialEvents.htm
http://www.ila-net.org/Conferences/2014/register.htm
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situated very close to the Mexican border. In a relatively 
short time you can be on the beach, in the mountains, or 
in the desert. Some of the city’s attractions include its 
world famous zoo, the historic Gaslamp District, Balboa 
Park, Legoland California, the USS Midway Museum, and 
much more.

“How can we lead consciously without better awareness 
and understanding of the differences and similarities among 
us?” asks Getz. “I don’t think we can — and that’s just 
one good reason, among many, that you should consider 
attending the 2104 ILA conference in San Diego.”

Earth’s moon has been around for quite some time, and 
so has the University of San Diego’s doctoral program in 
leadership, which was established as the first of its kind in 
the United States by Joseph Rost and Phil Hwang in 1979.

“We chose San Diego as our host city for many reasons,” says ILA Managing Director Shelly Wilsey. “Foremost is the 
opportunity to celebrate the 35th anniversary of an important milestone in the formation of the field of leadership studies.”

USD’s School of Leadership and Education Sciences (SOLES), where Getz is an associate professor, is a platinum sponsor 
of the conference. If you would like to be a sponsor, please visit our website for more information. Or you may download 
our Sponsor & Ad Guide (PDF).

Don’t let too many moons set before you register for the ILA annual global conference. See you in San Diego! 

The University of San Diego’s  
School of Leadership and Education Sciences

Authentic Leadership:  
Clashes, Convergences, and Coalescences 

an ILA Webinar Featuring

Donna Ladkin & Chellie Spiller

Wednesday, May 14, 2014
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. EDT

Leadership Perspectives

Leadership Perspectives

Upcoming Webinars

June 25
The Leadership Challenge: Harnessing 
Diversity & Connectivity
Jean Lipman-Blumen

July 9
Global Business Leadership
E.S. Wibbeke

August 2014
Culturally Intelligent Leadership
Mai Moua

september 17
Ethics Education of Business Leaders
Tom Culham

December 16
Emotionally Intelligent Leadership: A 
Guide for Students
Scott Allen

For information on the ILA’s Leadership 
Perspectives webinar series, please 

contact Anita Marsh, ILA membership 
manager, at amarsh@ila-net.org.

Details: www.ila-net.org/webinars
Registration: www.iila-net.org/Webinars/AuthenticLeadership/   
Price: Free for ILA Members; $24.95 for non-members.

http://www.sandiego.org/
http://www.sandiego.edu/soles/
http://www.ila-net.org/Conferences/2014/Sponsor_Opp.htm
http://www.ila-net.org/Conferences/2014/ILA-2014-sponsor-prospectus.pdf
mailto:amarsh%40ila-net.org?subject=
www.ila-net.org/webinars
http://www.ila-net.org/Webinars/AuthenticLeadership/
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Board selection process begins
ILA BoArd Corner

By ILA Board Development Committee Chair Scott Allen, Assistant Professor of Management, John Carroll University

Scott Allen

20%ILA members can enjoy a 20% discount 
(including free shipping) on all Routledge and 
Psychology Press books. For the access code, 

use the following link (log in required):
https://ila.memberclicks.net/leadership-book-discounts

The ILA Board Development Committee invites you to nominate 
yourself or another qualified ILA member for Board service.  The 
nominations deadline is May 19, 2014. This is an exciting time to 
be involved and help our organization navigate tremendous growth 
and global expansion. 

The Board is responsible for the health, growth, and sustainability 
of the ILA. It develops and implements the ILA strategic plan; 
establishes and monitors priority goals and objectives; evaluates 
and works with the executive to establish fiscal, personnel, 
and programmatic policies; and 
oversees compliance with legal 
requirements for a non-profit 
501(c)(3) organization. The 
Board Development Committee 
is authorized by the ILA Board 
of Directors to coordinate the 
nominations process.   

The strength of the ILA Board 
is its mix of talents, experiences, 
perspectives, and expertise. It is 
composed of 12-18 experienced and 
accomplished professionals who are 
noted in their field, knowledgeable 
about the ILA, and deeply committed 
to its success. Each year, about one-third of the Board members’ 
terms expire creating opportunities to serve. Board service is a three-
year, unpaid, volunteer commitment with a two-term limit. Terms 
for the cohort begin January 1, 2014 and end December 31, 2016. 

The Board meets four times a year via teleconference and twice in 
person. Board members are also expected to serve on a committee 
or task force. The standing committees of the Board (Finance, 
Membership, Fundraising, and Board Development) meet via 
teleconference four to five times a year, usually for 90 minutes. 
Without exception, Board members are expected to cover their own 

membership, meeting, conference, and retreat related expenses — or 
have a firm agreement with their institution to cover these expenses 
for them — and everyone makes an annual financial donation to the 
association in support of the organization’s fundraising efforts.

The Board Development Committee is particularly focused on 
ensuring a good mix of board members whose diverse talents 
will together accelerate the Association’s global growth and 
continued development. To be more specific, this round we are 
seeking Board members with:

• professional experience as a foundation executive, 
business executive, K-12 educator and/or university 
administrator;

• a global network and deep cultural identity with Canada, 
Southern/Eastern Europe, or Oceania/Asia (areas where 
we are building on existing ILA membership strength);

• a strong network with foundations, practitioners and 
corporations;

• racial, cultural, generational diversity; and, 
• rich governance experience and expertise.

Please review the Board Service Interest Packet carefully and, if 
after giving considerable thought to this volunteer opportunity, 
you believe the time is right and that you meet the criteria, 
please complete the Board Interest Form and email it by May 19. 
Alternatively, if you know an ILA colleague who would be a stellar 
candidate, please encourage them to complete and submit the form.   

The Board Development Committee will review and evaluate 
candidates using Board-approved criteria and the ILA’s strategic 
priorities. The Committee’s recommendations will be submitted to 
the Board in September. 

Thank you for considering service to the ILA. It’s an exciting time 
to be involved. If you have any questions about the process or 
procedures please contact Scott J. Allen at sallen@jcu.edu.

https://ila.memberclicks.net/leadership-book-discounts
http://www.ila-net.org/ILABoardService_InterestPacket.pdf
http://www.ila-net.org/ILABoard_InterestForm.doc
mailto:sallen@jcu.edu
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ILA MeMBer CoMMunItIes

WLAG offers outstanding scholarship, practice awards
The Women and Leadership Affinity Group (WLAG) of the International Leadership Association announces two inaugural awards 
for outstanding scholarship and outstanding practice in the area of women (in all stages of life) and leadership. Each year, one 
award will be given for each category. This year’s submission deadline is Friday, August 15, 2014.

Eligibility
For both award categories, nominees should be persons who have made substantial contributions to the area of women and 
leadership and typically will have been involved in scholarship or practice for at least five years. In recognition of the diversity 
within and across the area of women and leadership, as well as the wide variety of scholarly traditions and practices around the 
globe, scholars and practitioners need not be members of ILA or WLAG to be eligible for the awards. However, nominators must 
be members of ILA. Self-nominations will not be accepted.

Nominations/Applications
For nominations, please send the following materials as email attachments to the WLAG Membership and Awards Committee 
Chair, Sherylle Tan (stan@cmc.edu), by Friday, August 15, 2014. The email subject line should read “WLAG Awards 
Nomination.”

1. A letter of nomination that articulates: (1) the award type (Outstanding Scholarship or Outstanding Practice); (2) 
the contribution of the nominated individual to the area of women and leadership, including elaboration on specific 
publications or practices; and, (3) the significance and implications of the nominated individual’s scholarship or practice 
with regard to women and leadership. Nomination letters should not exceed 1,500 words in length.

2. A copy of the nominee’s curriculum vitae or resume, including the nominee’s contact information.
3. Two letters in support of the nominee from individuals other than the nominator. (Letters may be submitted via email by 

the individuals writing in support, if preferred.)

The deadline for receipt of materials is Friday, August 15, 2014. Awards will be conferred at the Women in Leadership 
Network Luncheon at the 2014 International Leadership Association global conference in San Diego.

For questions, please contact Sherylle Tan (stan@cmc.edu), Chair of the Membership and Awards Committee for the ILA Women 
and Leadership Affinity Group.

This award recognizes excellence in the scholarship 
of an individual whose published work (theoretical, 
empirical, or applied) advances the understanding of 
women in leadership in a significant way. The Outstanding 
Scholarship award may acknowledge a body of research or 
a single piece of research.

This award recognizes excellence in the practice of an 
individual whose advocacy, commitment, or actions in 
support of women in leadership has influenced individuals, 
audiences, or organizations. The award recipient is 
someone who practices leadership — from outside or 
within the academic arena — with a focus on women and 
leadership.

Outstanding  
Scholarship

Outstanding  
Practice

Join a Member Community Today!
www.ila-net.org/Communities/index.htm

mailto:stan@cmc.edu
mailto:stan@cmc.edu
http://www.ila-net.org/Communities/index.htm
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ILA members are doing amazing leadership work around the world,  
from starting new degree programs to nurturing young leaders who make a difference,  
from running innovative workshops and seminars to fostering organizational change.

spotLIght on ILA MeMBers

Makerere University Business School Leadership Centre

leadershipcentre.mubs.ac.ug/home/

Interested in having your organization featured in a Member Spotlight? Contact Rob Purdy at rpurdy@ila-net.org.

Leadership programs around the globe strive to provide the vision and guidance future leaders will need to become successful. 
Such is the definitely the case with the Leadership Centre at the Makerere University Business School in Kampala, Uganda.

Established as a place for research, training, and development of leaders and best leadership and government practices, the 
Centre will host its 5th Annual International Leadership Conference — Good Corporate Governance as a Key to Innovation and 
Sustainable Competitive Advantage — on June 23-28.

Since its founding in 2007, the Centre has seen an appreciation of the need for developing leaders 
through training. However, participation in many programs is still limited due to economic factors. 
Small grants are available for some research and training.

In her ‘Message from the Director’ Regis Namuddu writes:

 A leader is a facilitator, an enabler, and must have the capacity to influence others, to guide 
and direct them towards success. Organizations in the different parts of the world, including 
Uganda, are faced with problems of mismanagement, corruption, and the related evils which 
lead to poor performance and sometimes collapse of such organizations. The cause of this is 
mainly due to decline in societal and business ethics which must be addressed and here, the 
MUBS Leadership Centre’s vision, mission, and objectives give great hope.

Nelson Mandela and Martin Luther King Jr. are two of the iconic world leaders profiled on 
the Centre’s website. Several of the other individuals profiled attended Makerere University. Two in particular, Charles 
Bakkabulindi and Aston Kajara, served as Delegates to the Constituent Assembly that drafted and passed the 1995 Ugandan 
Constitution. Patrick Amama Mbabazi and John Chrysostom Myingo, both Makerere alumni, are Uganda’s current Prime 
Minister and State Minister for Higher Education, respectively.

The Makerere University Business Leadership Centre offers a full calendar of 
leadership events, training programs that last between two days and two weeks, 
conferences, quarterly seminars, research, and more. Its major activities include 
conducting research, short term training programs, publications on leadership 
and governance matters, conducting quarterly seminars, creating a database of 
world leaders, involving youth in an essay competition award, and empowering 
young women through a mentoring program.

Based at Makerere University, Uganda’s oldest institute of higher learning 
(founded in 1922), the Centre has been an ILA member since 2011. and 
Namuddu believes positive outcomes, such as publicizing the Centre’s call 
for papers for its conferences and identifying partners for research grants, are 
notable and worthwhile benefits. She invites her ILA colleagues to learn more 
about the Centre by visiting its website (below).

Regis Namuddu

http://leadershipcentre.mubs.ac.ug/home/
mailto:rpurdy%40ila-net.org?subject=
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In today’s world we receive a lot of email, and sometimes it’s hard keeping track of all the 
messages that are delivered to our inbox on a continual basis. Have you ever had a vague 
recollection of something you know you saw in an email? Maybe it was a message from 
the ILA about a particular membership benefit. You remember you wanted to make a note 
about it, but you got busy and it slipped your mind. 

All current ILA members may view every message sent to them from the association, 
making it easy to locate specific information. It’s very simple — just log on from 
the ILA website (www.ila-net.org). Once logged on, position your mouse over the 
“Members Only” text in the top blue navigation bar. You will see a drop-down menu 
with six choices. Select the second one — “My Profile.” From this drop-down (see 
graphic at right), select “Message History” and in a few moments you will see a list of 
all correspondence you have received from the ILA will be shown. To view a particular 
message, click on the blue “eye” icon.

MEMBERShip Tip: See all correspondence from the iLA
ILA MeMBershIp Corner

Interested in submitting to Leadership 2050: 
Contextualizing Global Leadership Processes for the 
Future (BLB 2015) or Leadership for a Healthy World: 
Creative Social Change (BLB 2016) but have a few 
questions? 

Editors Matthew Sowcik (2015) and Kathryn Goldman 
Schuyler (2016) will be holding separate conference 
calls to field questions from potential submitters to 
their respective books. To read the complete calls for 
submissions go to www.ila-net.org/BLB. The deadline for 
proposal submissions to either volume is June 20, 2014. 

Use Access Code: 206407 and the following to connect 
from: 

United States/Canada  +1.559.546.1301
Australia  +61 (0) 3 8672 0150
Denmark +45 78 77 20 09
France +33 (0) 1 80 14 06 90
Germany +49 (0) 355 4754400
Netherlands +31 (0) 20 322 2030
Spain +34 911 19 67 30
United Kingdom  +44 (0) 7848 432915

If your country is not listed, check  www.ila-net.org/
publications/blb/internationalphonenumber.pdf or use an 
inexpensive VOIP service like Skype.

Calls with editors of BLB 2015 and BLB 2016

Call 1:  May 5, 7:00 p.m.  EDT 
 with Matthew Sowcik

Call 2:  May 8, 12:00 p.m. EDT 
 with Kathryn Goldman Schuyler

Call 3:   May 15, 12:00 p.m. EDT  
 with Matthew Sowcik

1,200	word	chapter	proposals	for	Building	Leadership	Bridges	due	June	20	

REMINDER: The ILA will soon distribute Leading with 
Spirit, Presence, & Authenticity, the 2014 volume of 
the Building Leadership Bridges book series, to current 
members (student members can order the book on the 
ILA website). To make sure you receive your copy, 
please take a moment to verify your postal address. You 
could do this by selecting “Edit Profile” (see article 
below), but the ILA has a faster, easier way — just click 
here to bring up a form that allows you to check and 
change your current information.

http://www.ila-net.org/BLB
http://www.ila-net.org/publications/blb/internationalphonenumber.pdf
http://www.ila-net.org/publications/blb/internationalphonenumber.pdf
http://www.ila-net.org/Publications/BLB/index.htm
https://ila.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_mc&view=formlogin&form=115203&return=L2luZGV4LnBocD9vcHRpb249Y29tX21jJnZpZXc9bWMmbWNpZD1mb3JtXzExNTIwMz9zZXJ2SWQ9MjE1NSZvcHRpb249Y29tX21jJnZpZXc9bWMmbWNpZD1mb3JtXzExNTIwMw==
https://ila.memberclicks.net/index.php?option=com_mc&view=formlogin&form=115203&return=L2luZGV4LnBocD9vcHRpb249Y29tX21jJnZpZXc9bWMmbWNpZD1mb3JtXzExNTIwMz9zZXJ2SWQ9MjE1NSZvcHRpb249Y29tX21jJnZpZXc9bWMmbWNpZD1mb3JtXzExNTIwMw==
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Stephen L. Fisher and Barbara Ellen Smith (2012, University of Illinois Press)

trAnsforMIng pLACes: Lessons froM AppALAChIA

RICHARD: Welcome Stephen and Barbara Ellen. We’re here 
today to talk about your recent book, Transforming Places: 
Lessons from Appalachia. I thought I would reverse the usual 
way of an interview and start off not so much with a focus on 
the authors, but with a focus on the audience. In the book you 
frame the region as “an unusually instructive battleground for 
all those engaged in movements for social justice.” Can you 
say more about that and why someone engaged or interested in 
movements of social justice should read this book?

BARBARA ELLEN: Well, in a time when we’re witnessing 
a gross increase in disparities of wealth within countries and 
among countries, a region like Appalachia  — which historically 
has been dispossessed and exploited, and yet has also been a 
place of long traditions of resistance against that poverty and 

exploitation — emerges as especially relevant and instructive.  
On many dimensions that’s the case, including the fact that it is 
the site of one of the most militant and influential labor unions 
in the United States, the United Mine Workers.  

We’ve seen the union’s decline in the last 30 years or so, but 
at the same time we have witnessed new movements that are 
trying to invent alternative ways of leveraging some power over 
the economy of the region. We’ve also witnessed the rise of 
environmental movements, which have become so important 
around the world. Appalachia, with its issues of inequality 
and injustice, is almost like a laboratory for some of the most 
significant movements for social justice that are going on not 
only in the United States, but in other places around the world.  

Barbara Ellen Smith is a professor of 
Women’s and Gender Studies in the 
Department of Sociology at Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University. 
She is a scholar-activist who focuses 
her research on social inequality and 

movements for social justice in Appalachia 
and the U.S. South. She has worked with 
numerous activist organizations, including 

the Southeast Women’s Employment 
Coalition, where she served as director of 

research and education, and the Highlander 
Center, where she was a member and 

chair of the board. Her publications include 
Digging Our Own Graves: Coal Miners 

and the Struggle over Black Lung Disease 
(Temple University Press, 1987), Neither 
Separate nor Equal: Women, Race, and 
Class in the South (Temple, 1999), and a 
recent (2012) co-edited book with Steve 

Fisher, Transforming Places: Lessons from 
Appalachia. 

Steve Fisher taught for 35 years at 
Emory & Henry College where he helped 

create an Appalachian Studies minor, 
the Appalachian Center for Community 

Service, and an interdisciplinary service-
learning major. He was the 1999 Carnegie 

Foundation Outstanding Baccalaureate 
College Professor of the Year. He 

has written extensively on a variety of 
Appalachian issues, including identity, 
resistance, and political economy, and 

on teaching and community-based 
education. He has been active in a 

number of Appalachian resistance efforts 
and has worked to build links between the 
academic community and activists in the 

region. He  has served as President of the 
Appalachian Studies Association (ASA), 
has received the ASA’s Cratis Williams/
James Brown Service Award, and is a 

recipient of the Appalachian Community 
Fund’s Appalachian Hero Award. 

Our guest interviewer is Richard A. 
Couto (Ph.D., University of Kentucky) , 
who has a background of practice and 
scholarship in community leadership. At 
Vanderbilt University from 1975 to 1988, 
he pioneered campus and community 
collaborative programs that connected 
the student movement of the 1960s; 

community leadership in Appalachia and 
in rural, predominantly African American 
counties of western Tennessee; and the 
current programs of civic engagement 
in higher education. He was a founding 
faculty member of undergraduate and 

PhD programs in leadership and a senior 
fellow at several programs, including the 
James MacGregor Burns Academy at 

the University of Maryland. Five of his 14 
authored or edited books have won national 
awards. This includes his most recent edited 

work, the two-volume Political and Civic 
Leadership Reference Handbook (SAGE).  
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Of course, the fact that Appalachia has tended to be neglected 
or even disparaged as a place of backwardness and passivity 
makes it even more important to write about what is going 
on in the region. You see this in some of the reporting around 
the recent water contamination crisis in West Virginia when 
commentators tried to say that residents were suffering from 
Stockholm Syndrome. There is just a complete neglect of the 
history of resistance in the region. 

RICHARD: Stephen?

STEPHEN: One of the best-selling books on Appalachia 
was written by a Presbyterian minister and called Yesterday’s 
People. It portrays us as a fatalistic people mired in a culture 
of poverty. Many of us feel that that title is all wrong. We’re 
tomorrow’s people, in the sense that much of what the rest of 
the country experiences happens in Appalachia first. Barbara 
Ellen mentioned a few examples of that. There is much to 
learn from looking at what has happened in Appalachia and the 
strategies people and groups have used to battle back against all 
of the poverty and the environmental exploitation. 

The diversity of resistance is really amazing. There’s a general 
image in people’s minds that the only battles that go on in 
Appalachia are waged around coal and fought by the union. In 
Transforming Places we deliberately start off with examples 
that give lie to that image. We start the book with a chapter on 
the company town of Oak Ridge,Tennessee, and the nuclear 
facility there followed by a chapter about local citizens who 
helped spark a statewide revolt on the privatization of Interstate 
81, which is the spine of the road system that goes through 
southwest Virginia.  

Generally, when you look at the literature on social change, 
Appalachia is not there. We have not been in the middle of the 
conversation among progressives and among people writing 
about social change. This book, I think, will help people 
understand the importance of including Appalachia in that 
discussion and the lessons that can be taken from there.

RICHARD: The first line of your book, “We live in a world 
of many Appalachias” seems to bridge that distinction between 
Appalachia and other places.  

BARBARA ELLEN: Part of what we seek to do in the book is 
certainly to note the presence of urban areas in Appalachia and 
to, as Steve was mentioning, diversify images of the region. At 
the same time, though, the focus of a lot of political hope and 
academic analysis these days, in terms of social movements, is 
on the great cities of the world, the right to the city movements, 
Occupy, and other very urban-focused mobilizations that 

are going on. What gets neglected is the way that cities are 
completely dependent upon rural outposts that supply food and 
water and oil and coal and all the products that fuel, literally, 
urban life. Those places can be found all over the world.

In this era of globalization, part of what we’re hoping to do is 
point to the relationship between Appalachia and many other 
parts of the United States and the rest of the world. Appalachia 
— and so many other places that have been similarly exploited 
and relegated to the periphery — is, in fact, central to the 
operation of the global economy and social relations.

RICHARD: Right. In addition to the rural/urban connection 
within the United States you also talk about the Appalachian 
connection to oil fields in the Niger Delta, the Himalayan 
Forest in India, and the coalfields of Colombia, for example.  
Far from an anomalous region hidden within the United States, 
you are talking about a global phenomenon that can be found in 
many different parts of the world.

BARBARA ELLEN: Absolutely.

STEPHEN: Yes, I don’t think there’s any question about 
that. And, while not limited to mountainous areas, there are 
some studies that note the similarities between mountainous 
communities around the world that sacrifice, in a way, for those 
other parts of their countries and the world.

RICHARD: A lot of books on community organizing and 
social movements take the story to the conclusion of the effort. 
At the end of these books, things seem to be brought to a point 
of resolution and are going to improve because of these efforts. 
You are advocates for place-based organizing, but your book 
is unique in that you also see some of its limitations. Could 
you talk about some of the limits of place-based resistance in 
organizing?  
 
STEPHEN: A major limit is the danger of parochialism, of not 
seeing the larger picture and not having the resources or the 
leadership that might prevent that from happening. There are 
also problems around issues such as race, class, gender, and 
sexuality in small place-based communities that sometimes get 
glossed over or keep people from forming the kind of coalitions 
that would really make a difference. And, there are tremendous 
obstacles out there and very few resources, in many instances, 
in small communities. Those are a few of the limits to place-
based resistance. 

BARBARA ELLEN: Yes. There is a whole lot of place-based 
organizing or rhetoric going on these days that is extremely 
reactionary and romanticizes a supposedly homogenous place.  
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I’m thinking, for example, of anti-immigrant mobilizations 
in the United States and other parts of the world. Part of what 
we were trying to implicitly counter with the book is the idea 
that defending place is self-evidently progressive. It’s not. The 
politics of place are really complicated. 

So part of what we were trying to do was to lift up the power of 
place-based organizing, but also be cautionary about the ways 
in which that can sometimes involve reactionary sentiments.  
It’s just really important to be mindful of whose place is being 
defended and protected, and against what and towards what.

Place can become the grounds for powerful struggle, but the 
power relations that are implicated in how any particular place 
gets treated and what its possibilities are stretch way beyond 
a particular locality. Similar to what Steve was saying earlier, 
to be effective it’s incredibly important that place-based 
organizing moves beyond itself, understands the linkages 
among places, and reaches towards those, as well.  

One of the examples in the book is the chapter on I-81 that 
Steve previously mentioned. The RAIL Solution group 
promoted rail transportation as an alternative to widening and 
privatizing a public interstate. They created these linkages 
along the I-81 corridor among communities who had no prior 
sense of connection. People became unified — really, in a 
common sense of place — through this effort to defeat the 
privatization of Interstate 81, which linked them in a very 
physical way.

STEPHEN: Part of the problem we face in the region is a lack 
of a regional movement that would help these organizations 
connect with each other and deal with some of the obstacles 
that they face. I think that’s a crucial difference when compared 
to organizing around civil rights, which immediately lead 
people to national issues and movements. In Appalachia there 
are no real regional institutions around which people can 
organize and rally others. There are the Appalachia Regional 
Commission and the Tennessee Valley Authority, but they don’t 
have the kind of power, reach, or impact that move people to 
regional action.  

The corporate exploitation is so dominant in Appalachia. Also 
many of the laws that affect local communities in Appalachia 
are at the state level, so that is where much of the struggle 
needs to be directed. But, in many instances, these communities 
are a good distance from their state capitals, in the back ends of 
their states. Trying to find a target or place where you can really 
make a difference and have an impact that you can see and feel 
is more difficult here than in some other places. 

RICHARD: It’s clear that although the book has Appalachia 
in its title, this is really a book that has lessons for everyone 
everywhere. 

Let me move from the question of why people should read 
the book to the question, “Why should people interested in 
leadership read this book?” Did either of you think of the book 
as a book on leadership?

BARBARA ELLEN: I have to admit that prior to thinking 
about this interview I did not. In part, I think our conventional 
definitions of leadership tend to be highly individualistic and 
what the book portrays, in terms of social justice organizing, 
is always a collective process. But, having said that, when I 
think about the book through the lens of leadership and I think 
about the importance of leadership to collective processes, 
it becomes much more apparent that, in fact, this book does 
have a lot to do with leadership. None of the instances of 
organizing that we document in the book proceeds without 
some kind of leadership, although with varying definitions 
of how to cultivate that and what that means. So, although 
I hadn’t originally thought about it in those ways, it’s really 
illuminating to do so.

RICHARD: In my own work with folks, like those that are 
portrayed in your book, I have found that there tends to be 
a negative bias towards leaders and leadership. Leaders are 
the people who head the corporate giants that people were 
resisting. There is also the idea that locally, as Steve mentioned 
earlier, people feel that they were somewhat removed from the 
leadership of their states and their country. Leadership had a 
negative connotation. 

But I think, Barbara Ellen, you put your finger on it. There’s 
an associational element to this resistance movement that not 
only requires leadership, but also, in fact, expresses a form 
of leadership that many people are now emphasizing and 
pointing out.  

What about you Stephen?

STEPHEN: Initially I shared Barbara Ellen’s reaction, but 
it didn’t take long for me to shift. I went back and looked 
at the table of contents and saw that once you get away 
from the notion of the leader as the head of a corporation, 
this book really is all about leadership. In fact, a number 
of the chapters talk specifically about the concern of these 
groups with regards to leadership development. The two that 
stand out are the Center for Participatory Change — right 
at the heart of their whole purpose of cultivating grass roots 
support organizing is leadership development — and the 
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efforts of Virginia Organizing, whose intent is to develop 
leaders for the long term.  

Or, if you look at the work of the Appalachia Media Institute 
(AMI), their goal is to work with Appalachian youth to 
develop a sense of identity and to foster skills so they can 
become leaders in their community. The chapter on the use 
of community plays in Harlan County, Kentucky, is another 
conscious example of bringing together diverse people in the 
community and using this as a step to encourage leadership. 
Then there’s a chapter by Nina Gregg and Doug Gamble about 
local organizing in East Tennessee around issues of highway 
development and growth, the struggle to develop leadership 
there, and some of the obstacles that prevented the success of 
those organizations.

I think we could pretty much go through each 
chapter and talk about the ways in which 
leadership is either being developed or is 
being used in ways people probably don’t 
often think of.

RICHARD: I like very much the way we’re 
talking about leadership rather than leaders, 
because I think that’s a crucial distinction. 
The discussion of leaders often becomes a 
discussion of individuals and positions and 
authority, rather than the process by which a 
group gets things done.  

I was on a platform once with Barbara Ellen 
and as she took us through her material — 
the table of contents of a book that she had 
just edited — I commented, “She’s the only 
person who can turn a table of contents into 
an interesting speech to this audience.”

I think you have done the same thing in the way your book 
indexes leaders. When I turn to leaders in the index, you send 
me to organizers and leaders and then you pick out topics like: 
“Critical analysis of social change; critical analysis of wider 
context; development of; a facilitative style of.” I love this one, 
“Immunity to rejection as characteristic of; need for multiple, 
not single; technical and interpersonal skills.” And then when 
you end the entry for organizers and leaders, you say, “See also 
accountability and participants.” What a wonderful dimension 
of leadership to talk about accountability! 

When I turn to participants in the index I find, “Allegiance to 
community required; verging differences across; encouraging 
marginalized constituencies; participants as experts; 

inclusiveness.” You finish the items under participants with, 
“See also democratic processes.” 

There’s a nice trail within the index of the way leadership is 
portrayed within the book.  

BARBARA ELLEN: Well, we have to confess that we didn’t 
do the index.  

RICHARD: Sure, but you put all the elements in there for 
somebody else to find.

BARBARA ELLEN: That’s true.

STEPHEN: Exactly.

RICHARD: The way that you’ve 
conceptualized leadership and how it 
comes out across the different case studies 
in the book is very interesting. Your book 
is Transforming Places and “transforming” 
is a big word in leadership scholarship.  
James McGregor Burns wrote a book 
in 1979 called Leadership in which he 
distinguished “transforming leadership” 
from “transactional leadership”. And 
after that time, we had transformational, 
transformistic, transformative; if you had 
a suffix, you just added it to transform and 
you had another form of leadership.  

What I like about your title is that there is 
a certain ambiguity. Transforming Places. 
Transforming can be the verb. People are 
transforming places. But, transforming 
places can also be an adjective and a noun 

indicating places that are transformative. Can you talk a little 
bit about both of those aspects of transforming in the title?

BARBARA ELLEN: Embedding those multiple meanings in 
the title was intentional. Certainly part of what we were talking 
about earlier in terms of place comes into play here, too. The 
idea that no place is ever static, it’s always in the process of 
change. Part of what we were hoping to document in the book 
are the many different ways that people seek intentionally to 
transform places through their collective actions. But also we 
wanted to show how, in that process of working together and 
experiencing the possibilities of transformation, people are 
themselves transformed. So places are not only transformed but 
people are transformed by the places that they are in the process 
of creating together.  
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STEPHEN: Right. 

RICHARD: Another very popular term in leadership studies 
is “adaptive challenges” or “adaptive work.” It comes from 
the work of Ronald Heifetz, who describes leadership as, 
“The adaptive work of meeting changes within a group’s 
environment so that the group thrives and is able to sustain 
itself.” At least two of the challenges you talk about in the 
introduction that affect the communities in the case studies are 
globalization and a neo-liberal fetish for markets. Those are 
the external forces, the external environmental challenges. In 
terms of the internal, there are bitter divisions of people locally, 
going back to some of the internal challenges to place-based 
organization we talked about earlier. So in addition to these 
cases, how are the adaptive challenges of these places common 
to one another, but also applicable to places outside the region?

BARBARA ELLEN: On both counts, the external forces you 
identified as well as the internal questions of divisions among 
people, are dynamics that are at stake in many, many locations 
throughout the world, though the form they take may be highly 
varied. Gender is a fundamental hierarchy of social relations.  
Race is not understood in the same way or even recognized in 
some places, but ethnic divisions, divisions among people along 
religious lines, along cultural lines, and class divisions among 
people are just as profound as race is in the U.S.

The question of how to work together in effective alliances 
that don’t seek to just suffocate or neglect difference, but try 
to mobilize it as part of the diversity of human communities, 
is a profound challenge in many locations and it’s certainly 
one that faces many of the organizing efforts that are 
documented in the book. 

In that regard there are very important commonalities among 
the different settings, both within Appalachia, that are 
addressed in the book, and also within many other locations.  
Then the fact that we are living in this age of globalization, 
where the very term seems to suggest that any action at the 
local level, or at any smaller scale, is by definition ineffectual, 
is something that we try to contest. And I think that it’s very 
important to do so because there becomes a self-fulfilling 
perception of defeatism that many of these examples contest.

STEPHEN: I might also mention that the essays certainly 
highlight the differences in the way that people have struggled 
with these divisions. In some instances they have succeeded to 
some extent and in others not. I think one of my favorite pieces 
in the book is the one on the Appalachian Women’s Alliance 
that Meredith Dean did with Edna Gulley and Linda McKinney.  
In the chapter they just openly and very frankly talk about the 

race and class divisions between the three of them — they are 
leaders of the organization — and within the organization, and 
how those divisions were dealt with and the problems they 
created and continue to create.  

There’s also a chapter on the Southern Empowerment 
Project, whose goal was educating leaders, training 
community organizers. There’s some real gut level honesty 
there about the divisions that ultimately caused that 
organization to close.  There are lessons there to be learned, 
not only in terms of how to overcome pernicious divisions, 
but also the consequences of them.

RICHARD: These large systemic problems that manifest 
themselves locally are sometimes things that we bring to the 
table and embody in ourselves. I wonder if you could talk about 
the chapter on OxyContin, in terms of this adaptive challenge 
that is both a manifestation of globalization and the neo-liberal 
fetish for markets.

BARBARA ELLEN: I’ll take a stab at it, but Steve, you 
know the situation more closely than I do so feel free to jump 
in. What we’re seeing today in many parts of Appalachia, 
particularly in the more rural areas that have been dependent on 
a single industry or a very limited range of economic activities, 
is an evacuation of the material basis, the economic basis for 
community life. There is, unfortunately, in that context a kind 
of despair that is evident in many ways, but certainly evident in 
the drug trade of various kinds, prescription pharmaceuticals, as 
well as locally manufactured drugs that people create.

That chapter tries to grapple with the way in which these 
problems that we individualize and psychologize, rendering 
them into deviant acts of desperate individuals, are deeply 
rooted in a much wider kind of social economic fabric that’s 
becoming very tattered in many locations. As Sue Ella 
Kobak, the author of that chapter, points out, it’s very much 
a collective problem, but it is very difficult to define as such 
because it is seen and defined in the wider culture as simply 
an individual pathology. Of course, at stake here is not only 
the socioeconomic decline of some communities, but also 
the actions of this particular pharmaceutical company in 
promoting, in this case, OxyContin, and refusing for quite some 
time to reformulate the drug in a way that would make it less 
susceptible to the kinds of uses that are attractive to folks that 
get addicted to it.

RICHARD: It reminded me that earlier in your career you 
studied the black lung movement, Barbara Ellen. Can you make 
a distinction between the OxyContin epidemic in some rural 
areas and the black lung movement along the lines that you just 
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mentioned? Was the collective problem of black lung easier to 
see and organize around than the OxyContin problem?

BARBARA ELLEN: Yes. Black lung, by definition, clearly 
originates from a single source, the workplace, and there was 
already a collectivity and solidarity among miners through the 
union and, by extension, into coal field communities. But in 
the case of OxyContin, the sources of this problem, although 
collective and shared across the community, are in many 
respects much more diffuse. It’s harder to point to a single 
source or to target a particular origin, except, of course, the 
pharmaceutical company itself. But, being able to hold the 
pharmaceutical company accountable still doesn’t address the 
underlying issues in the same way that, for example, holding 
coal companies accountable for dust levels could actually 
reduce the incidence of black lung disease. It’s a much harder 
thing to confront.

RICHARD: That is one of the most valuable aspects of your 
work, the analysis of the challenges these communities face 
that are very, very complex and interwoven with global and 
economic systems that both reach out from their communities 
and then reach back in. It’s not just an easy challenge of 
people getting together to do this or that. It has to be done 
locally, but the people have to keep in mind that there are 
global factors, as well.

BARBARA ELLEN: Yes.

STEPHEN: One of the things I take out of that case is, here’s 
an issue that is pervasive throughout rural Appalachia, it’s 
not just OxyContin, but it’s also meth and other drugs. This is 
an issue that is very hard to organize around, but there was a 
group of people in Lee County, Virginia, who were just bound 
and determined to take this on because it was destroying 
their community. What they found was that the regional 
organizations in the mountains were not taking this on for a 
number of reasons.  

We have several of these David and Goliath type of examples 
in the book. They were able to take on the powerful 
pharmaceutical company Purdue Pharma. At the federal trial 
for Purdue Pharma that occurred in Abingdon, Virginia, we 
had people from Florida, California and other parts of the 
nation, come to talk about the impact of OxyContin on their 
families and on the loved ones that they lost. But it was the 
organizing in Lee County and the leadership that developed 
out of that that helped make that case and the court victory 
possible.

RICHARD: Yeah. Let me bring up a third important person 

in leadership studies, Howard Gardner. He talks about the role 
of narrative in leadership, both ordinary narrative and also 
innovative and visionary narrative. I want to give you a chance 
to talk about some of the conclusions and lessons learned from 
the book, in terms of extraordinary or visionary narratives.  
There was a section that I found particularly lyrical, “Every 
place is in this sense an ensemble of social relations, cultural 
practices, and unmapped possibilities that are present in every 
situation, if only we are ready to encounter them. We cannot 
create what we cannot imagine.” That is our text for today.  
Anybody like to sermonize on that for a moment?

BARBARA ELLEN: Steve, you want to take it away?
 
STEPHEN: Sure! I’m a huge believer in the power of story 
and the importance of narrative. I think there are a number 
of examples in the book that underscore that importance. For 
example, Rees Shearer, the author of the RAIL Solution chapter 
and the head organizer at the time, was able to frame the 
problem and develop a narrative around I-81 being our place, 
our home in a sense. 

BARBARA ELLEN: Our Main Street.

STEPHEN: Our Main Street. Yes, that was his specific term. It 
was a brilliant organizing move and it was incredibly powerful. 
He was then able to go into communities that had no real 
connection to each other, except being on I-81, and get local 
governments to pass resolutions against the plan and eventually 
stop it.  

Using community based plays to deal with issues such as 
OxyContin and mountaintop removal and different issues in 
East Kentucky is another example. I went to those plays and I 
was really struck by how they were able to bring up issues and 
develop different people’s stories around them in a public way 
that I’m not sure ... I can’t think of any other way they could 
have done this so effectively and powerfully. This was achieved 
in part by collecting oral histories and using the people 
themselves to tell these stories.
 
The Appalachian Women’s Alliance used their own sort of 
play, a traveling road show that they used to talk about issues 
of domestic violence. They used that forum to develop their 
narrative. The organizers at Oak Ridge had a number of 
different narratives. One had to do with Hiroshima Day and 
bringing people together and linking that to the work that was 
going on. Those are just some of the examples in the book. I 
believe really strongly in the importance of how you frame the 
struggle, in terms of its success. 
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RICHARD: I think that’s a wonderful illustration of 
imagination creating possibilities — I don’t know if it’s 
metaphorically or literally transforming I-81 from an interstate 
to a Main Street, but whichever it is, it takes imagination and 
that gives people a new narrative about themselves. 

Our time is dwindling, so let me come to the questions that 
ordinarily are asked first. Why did you undertake this work?
 
STEPHEN: Well, back in 1993 I edited a book called 
Fighting Back in Appalachia, which was designed to counter 
the image that Appalachians were overly passive fatalistic 
people and to try to get people to understand the important 
lessons that were here. The essays portrayed the outburst 
of organizing that had occurred in the 60s, 70s, and 80s 
in Appalachia.  But the ensuing decades have really had a 
profound impact on the region in terms of the collapse of key 
Appalachian organizations. We’ve already talked about how 
globalization, which was barely in our vocabulary back at the 
time Fighting Back was done, really 
names the age and influences the work 
of what many activists are now doing.  
We’ve talked about the neo-liberalism 
that predominates today and that has 
profound consequences in a region 
where poverty is epidemic. Organized 
labor, which consumed a number of 
chapters in that Fighting Back, is much, 
much weaker. And, if you remember in 
Fighting Back, there were at least two 
chapters on the Pittston Coal Strike, 
which was seen as a great ...

RICHARD: I do remember that.

STEPHEN: I think you wrote one of them.
 
RICHARD: I did write one of them.

STEPHEN: Of course, today the union is just a shell of itself 
and we now find them on the side of the coal industry when it 
comes to the issue of mountaintop removal, which is one of the 
great tragedies happening in the region. Barbara Ellen and I 
had wanted to write together for a long time and when we were 
trying to figure out what it is we could do, this whole notion 
of trying to capture this different political context from the last 
few decades and analyze its impact on the region and on the 
social justice organizing that is designed to challenge it, came 
to us. Then, we sent out a call for proposals.  

When I was doing Fighting Back, I basically had to track 
people down for proposals. For Transforming Places we 

received around 50 or so proposals and at least 35 to 40 of 
them were quite strong and could have been used, so we had to 
narrow it down. That process really helped determine the shape 
of the book, in terms of essays that allowed us to focus on 
issues of place and space.

RICHARD: The two of you started off with somewhat 
different perspectives on the importance of place in Appalachia, 
did you not?

BARBARA ELLEN: I think that’s true. Some of the work that 
I’ve done over the last, oh gosh, 20 years or so, has been around 
immigration. Being very aware of the various mobilizations around 
the defense of place against newcomers left me feeling nervous, if 
not skeptical, about the power of place-based organizing. Also, and 
more specific to Appalachia, was my own sense of the sometimes 
harmful ways in which the romanticization of the region and 
the insiders versus outsiders dynamic gets invoked in defense 
of the region. It can be so narrow and problematic, in terms of 

recognizing the kinds of relationship and 
similarities that we’ve been discussing 
between Appalachia and many places 
around the world. So, yes, I had some 
skepticism that I think Steve didn’t share in 
as much.

STEPHEN: Our differences were also 
just as much around notions of identity 
and the power of identity and organizing. 
It’s our different experiences. I’ve been 
based on a place for well over 40 years 

and have come to see some of the possibilities inherent in that, 
though also recognizing all of the things that Barbara Ellen 
mentioned. I don’t think the difference was so much over place 
per se. I think we saw the potentiality of place and Barbara Ellen 
was constantly, and rightly, making sure that we understood the 
limits of that as we went forward.  

RICHARD: There’s a wonderful synthesis between your two 
initial perspectives in the conclusion where you talk about 
space and place. Steve, you just mentioned that in some of your 
comments a moment or two ago. What is the distinction that 
you make between space and place within your conclusion as 
one of the lessons that you draw?

BARBARA ELLEN: Part of what we’re trying to do there 
is work towards collapsing the distinction. Space often gets 
defined as the space of the globe. It’s too big. It’s too abstract.  
And, like we were talking about earlier with globalization, 
it just becomes this fait accompli. It’s already happened and 
there’s nothing you can do about it. Place is seen as local, 
tangible, nearby, but ultimately inconsequential in the face of 
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space, where globalization and all these other huge forces are 
taking place. Part of what we are trying to argue is that forces 
such as capitalism, neo-liberalism, globalization — these 
large systems and processes always take place. These large 
abstractions always have to take place. They always have to be 
realized in specific tangible places, and therefore are susceptible 
to being influenced in particular places. That realization really 
opens up a sense of possibility rather than giving into a kind 
of defeatism. It opens up the idea that places are always in the 
process of change and transformation, which means they’re 
always susceptible to people collectively intervening to shape 
that change in a certain direction.

RICHARD: That’s one of the unfortunate consequences of so 
many wonderful analyses of power. People read the analysis 
and then say, “All hope is futile; give up hope, those of you that 
enter.” But your book, especially this synthesis of space and 
place, talks about how, in these acts of resistance, we find hope.

BARBARA ELLEN: Absolutely.

STEPHEN: Absolutely. Again, returning to the chapter on 
RAIL Solution, if you read the quotes from the people who 
got really involved in that, they’re in part acting out of their 
desire to be democratic citizens. They’re seeking power out of a 
deeply felt belief. Rather than fall into a place where there’s no 
hope, they have a need to make the system work the way they 
believe it’s supposed to work. There are many examples of that 
throughout the book.

RICHARD: Steve, can we go back to when you and Barbara 
Ellen are sitting there with 50 plus proposals, probably not 
many academics among them. What was the process of putting 
the book together?

STEPHEN: Yes, a number of proposals were from people who 
were community activists, where it’s not a common thing for 
them to put together this kind of proposal. When we sat down to 
do this, we were not exactly sure what direction we were going 
to take. As the proposals came in we began to try to find a focus, 
and that focus turned out, clearly, to be place resistance. So that 
helped us narrow the number of proposals down.  

Then we bargained with each other. We each had some that 
we definitely wanted in and we debated among us about many 
others. Then we notified the contributors, the people who had 
been chosen, and also those who hadn’t. That was probably the 
most difficult part of the whole process for us.  

After the selections were made, we began a two- to three-year 
process of working with the contributors. Some had never before 

had an experience of putting anything like this on paper. We 
went through three to four drafts with people. We also tried to 
give all contributors access to each other’s work, so they could 
begin to see the commonalities. We shared the introduction and 
conclusions with the contributors in order to get their feedback. 
We worked with them to get photos for the collection. We tried to 
make this as much a collective endeavor as we could.  

BARBARA ELLEN: The only thing I would add is that early 
on, as we approached and then passed the deadline for the 
submission of the proposals, we realized that there were certain 
topics on which we were not getting submissions. For example, 
perhaps there was a certain organization that we would have 
liked to have a chapter on, or there were certain issues and 
identities missing like sexuality — or  lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer organizing. We tried to get chapters on those. 
We were unable to do so in some cases, but we identified those 
gaps early and tried to address them. It took a fair bit of effort 
on our part. But, at the end of the day, as Steve said, we kind of 
horse traded around with each other about which proposals to 
accept and also allowed the themes that we cohered the book 
around and focused on in the introduction and conclusion to 
emerge from the chapters.

RICHARD: It sounds to me that your book embodied 
transforming the process of scholarship. In the process of getting 
contributions for Transforming Place, you also transformed the 
way people go about getting chapters for the book. Suppose, for 
example, you wrote a postscript to the book about transforming 
research. To what extent, intentionally or unintentionally, is your 
effort an effort to transform research and scholarship?

STEPHEN: We were committed to having a wide variety of 
voices and to trying to encourage academics and community 
people to write together. When you read the book, you’ll find a 
variety of formats and some interesting combinations of authors. 
We wanted to make a book that’s accessible. We wanted it, of 
course, to be used in the classroom, but we also wanted it to 
be used in the field. So we were very deliberate, especially in 
our editing processes, but also in our selection process, about 
getting proposals and getting chapters that we thought people 
would be able to get through without a lot of difficulty, in terms 
of language and theory. We wanted theory, but we wanted it in a 
way that came from people’s practical experiences.

BARBARA ELLEN: I’m not sure that we intentionally sought 
to transform the process of research or putting together a book. 
Only in the very important way that Steve just mentioned, 
which is that expertise lies in many places. We really wanted 
to draw on a wide diversity of backgrounds that exceeded, 
certainly, the boundaries of academia. We saw as a tremendous 
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strength the “really lived it” knowledge or organizing on 
the ground that many, many authors brought. We sought to 
cultivate that and it did involve, in some cases, a lot of work 
with individual authors.  

The other thing that we talked about doing, but never actually 
pulled off, was to make it a more face-to-face, collective 
process by gathering everyone together to work on the book at 
some point. We never were able to do that. The extent that it 
was collective was more via email, offering to send out chapters 
to everyone, for example, once they were in their close to final 
forms. But, that did not stimulate a lot of exchange between 
everyone. I don’t want to suggest that it did. 

STEPHEN: Once the book came out and we were doing book 
signings and presentations, whenever it was possible we tried to 
bring contributors, when they were close by, into that process. 
Some of the contributors themselves set up book signings and 
readings that we weren’t able to go to. We tried to take that 
commitment to a collective process into the promotion and the 
presentation of the book after it came out.

RICHARD: Sounds like organizing. Well, the result is a 
wonderful contribution. The book offers an innovative narrative 
about leadership, filled with the wonderful associations that 
the book makes between leadership and organizing and 
accountability and the democratic process and civil society.  
Those familiar with the field of leadership studies will easily 
find a more inclusive and democratic language to insert into the 
terms of the field.

I congratulate you on the book and I wish you all the success 
possible. Is there anything that you want to add, something that 
we missed, a question that you wish I had asked?

STEPHEN: One thing I want to emphasize is the importance 
of youth, as seen in the Mountain Justice and the AMI chapters.  
We were excited to find young people who are committed 
to learning more about organizing and who are involved in 
organizing. I think the development of youth leadership and 
intergenerational work is important, and that comes through in 
those and some of the other chapters.
 
BARBARA ELLEN: In that regard, the cover is a panel from 
the Beehive Design Collective, which is a group of young, 
primarily women artists who are committed to using art for 
activism and social change. That emphasis on the vitality and 
new visions that young people are bringing to the work is 
something that I totally agree with Steve on.

STEPHEN: We’d like to let people know that all the royalties 
from the book are going to the Appalachian Community Fund, 
which is a regionally based foundation that funds community 
organizing, especially groups that are not able to get funding 
from larger foundations. 

RICHARD: Very good.  

STEPHEN: I am really appreciative of you taking this on. 
Thank you for the work you put into framing the questions. 

BARBARA ELLEN: Absolutely. Thank you so much for 
making this happen with ILA and all the work you put into 
preparing for it.

RICHARD: Thank you. It was my pleasure.
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